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materials that are occluded with hydrogen or the isotopes of 
hydrogen and wherein the hydrogen host materials may 
include vacancies , superabundant vacancies , and other lat 
tice defects . When the hydrogen host material is occluded 
with hydrogen , the LEC was found to self - initiate the 
production of ionizing radiation and , when the hydrogen 
host materials are in fluidic contact with a gas or vapor 
containing hydrogen or isotopes of hydrogen , the LEC was 
found to self - sustain the production of ionizing radiation . 
When the LEC includes one or more additional electrodes or 
electrode structures , the ionizing radiation was found to be 
converted to electrical energy . Materials that are normally 
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Spontaneous Electrical Power ( W ) vs. Load Resistance ( k02 ) 
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LEC Shunt Current vs. Voltage at T = 185 ° C 
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LATTICE ENERGY CONVERSION DEVICE 100 years , their use has been limited in part due to the 
requirement for radioactive materials and the small amount 

CROSS - REFERENCE TO RELATED of energy produced . 
APPLICATIONS The metal - hydrogen ( M - H ) system , Fukai ( The Metal 

Hydrogen System Second Edition , Y. Fukai , Springer Series 
This application claims the benefit of U.S. Provisional in Materials Science , 2005 ) , and the palladium - hydrogen 

Patent Application No. 63 / 041,722 , filed Jun . 19 , 2020 , ( Pd - H ) system Lewis , ( The palladium - hydrogen system , 
entitled “ DIRECT LATTICE ENERGY CONVERSION 1967 Academic Press ) have been studied for more than 150 
DEVICE , ” the content of which is fully incorporated by years . In 1863 , Sainte - Claire Deville and L. Troost reported 
reference herein . that hydrogen diffused rapidly through homogeneous plates 

of fused iron and platinum . These surprising results led 
BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION Thomas Graham , Master of the Royal Mint , to conduct a 

similar series of experiments with palladium . Three years 
1. Field of the Invention later , in 1866 , Graham was the first to report the high rate at 

which hydrogen would diffuse through heated palladium . In 
This invention relates to a lattice energy conversion 1958 , Darling ( Platinum Metals Rev. , 1958 , 2 , ( 1 ) , 16 “ The 

( LEC ) device that was found to be capable of self - sustaining Diffusion of Hydrogen through Palladium ” A. S. Darling , 
the conversion of energy in a lattice structure of some Ph.D. , A. M. I. Mech . E. ) reported that the permeability of 
specially prepared materials or of materials within the lattice 20 hydrogen in Pd is greatly increased if the hydrogen gas is 
structure into ionizing radiation and electrical energy with flowing , rather than static , over the surface of Pd . In his book 
out requiring the use of materials that are considered to be on page 225 , Fukai points out the importance of vacancies 
naturally radioactive . including super - abundant vacancies that are formed in the 

process of “ electrodeposition of metals from aqueous solu 
2. Background Art 25 tions . ” 

Likewise , the ionization of gases by ionizing radiation 
There is a long recognized need for a MEANS and and the resulting conduction of electricity by the ionized gas 

method to produce reliable and continuous “ green ” or CO2 is a complicated phenomenon that has been studied since the 
emission free electrical energy that does not involve the latter part of the 19th century . J. J. Thomson and E. Ruther 
burning of fossil fuels as well as other carbon based mate- 30 ford published some of their original work in 1896 titled 
rials . Some approaches include nuclear , hydroelectric , geo “ The passage of Electricity through Gases exposed to Rönt 
thermal , photovoltaic , and wind farms . However , each of gen Rays ” Phil . Mag . S , 5 , 42 ( 1896 ) . A definitive publica 
these options has its own drawbacks . In particular , nuclear tion that describes the conduction of electricity by gases 
power requires the use of radioactive materials and produces over a wide range of pressures and temperatures is the two 
hazardous radioactive waste . Hydroelectric and geothermal 35 volume 3P Edition treatise by Noble laureates Sir J. J. 
are limited to specific locations . Photovoltaic systems , with Thomson , ( physics 1906 ) and his son G. P. Thomson ( phys 
out a means of energy storage , only supply power when the ics 1937 ) entitled Conduction of Electricity Through Gases , 

3P Edition , Volume 1 1928 , Volume 11 , 1933. K. K. Darrow sun is shining . Wind farms , without a means of energy ( Electrical Phenomena in Gases , 1932 Williams & Wilkins storage , only supply power when the wind is blowing and 40 Company ) discussed the importance of the diffusion of ions are known to create low frequency noise and be hazardous to the measurement of the current density per unit area . This to birds . research forms the basis to analyze the performance of a 
Known devices that convert thermal energy into electrical lattice energy conversion device with the objective of both energy without using radioactive materials include thermo understanding the phenomenon and of optimizing its per 

electric generators ( TEGs ) that rely on the Seebeck effect or 45 formance in order to realize a practical application . thermopiles that employ multiple thermocouples and ther The Lattice Energy Conversion device or Lattice Energy 
mionic converters that use thermionic electron emission in a Converter ( LEC ) cell described below builds on the knowl 
vacuum where the temperature of the electron emitter may edge of the metal hydrogen system involving hydrogen host 
be as high as 700 ° C. or greater . Such devices require a metals such as iron , nickel , and palladium , and the knowl 
temperature difference between a heat source and a heat 50 edge of the conduction of electricity through a gas to 
sink . In general , these thermal to electrical energy devices produce a new and novel energy conversion device that 
only produce a small amount of electrical energy which has produces ionizing radiation which results in the production 
limited their applications . of ions and electrical energy . Such a LEC cell offers the 
Some methods for direct energy conversion involve the potential to meet the need for reliable continuous “ green ” or 

use of radioactive materials . One approach is the Direct 55 CO2 emission free electrical energy that does not involve the 
Charge method wherein the particles or ions emitted by burning of fossil fuels as well as other carbon based mate 
radioactive decay transport their charge to an electrode rials . Moreover , a LEC cell does not require the use of 
which may be comprised of a simple metallic electrode or naturally radioactive materials . The LEC embodiments 
solid state energy conversion devices such as alpha voltaic include self - initiating and self - sustaining devices that con 
or beta voltaic devices . This atomic Direct Charge method 60 vert the energy in a specially prepared hydrogen host mate 
operates primarily as a current source . A second approach is rial lattice that contains or is occluded by atoms of hydrogen 
the contact potential difference ( CPD ) method which utilizes or deuterium into ionizing radiation and electrical energy . 
the ions emitted by radioactive materials to ionize a gas Additionally , LEC embodiments operate over a wide range 
wherein the gaseous ions are collected by electrodes or of temperatures without the requirement of a supply of 
electrode structures which may be comprised of materials of 65 external electrical energy and wherein the flux of ionizing 
different electrochemical properties or work functions . radiation and the resulting ionization of the gas increase with 
Although these two approaches have been known for nearly temperature . 
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U.S. Pat . No. 9,472,812 issued Oct. 18 , 2016 describes FIG . 2 illustrates an alternative embodiment for the LEC 
" an electron collector located within said interior volume with a larger separation distance between the working and 
and proximate to said ionizing material for receiving elec- counter electrodes ; 
trons from said ionizing material ; ” and “ an insulator mate- FIG . 3 displays typical LEC cell voltage and temperature 
rial located within said interior volume positioned between 5 measurements as a function of time as the cell is heated ; 
said ionizing material and said ion collector ” where the FIG . 4 displays typical LEC cell voltage as a function of 
“ Insulator = Non - electrically conductive materials positioned load resistance versus time at a fixed temperature ; 
between the anode and cathode to prevent electrons from FIG . 5 shows plots of the LEC cell Voltage [ V ] versus 
flowing therebetween while preferably allowing the gas or Load Resistance [ 22 ] at three temperatures along with cal 
ionized gas within the cell to pass from ( through and / or 10 culated properties of load current and internal shunt current 
around the insulator ) the anode to the cathode ; for each temperature and resistance ; 
Nevertheless , there are several significant differences FIG . 6 is a phenomenological Norton equivalent circuit 
between the patented Electric Energy Cell referred to above representation of the radiation flux processes within the LEC 
and the lattice energy conversion ( LEC ) device implemen cell based on observed experimental data ; 
tations of our invention , wherein ionizing radiation is pro- FIG . 7 shows spontaneous LEC power versus load resis 
duced and converted into electricity without the requirement tance for three LEC cell temperatures ; 
for layers of semi - conductor and / or insulating materials FIG . 8 is an Arrhenius plot of the natural log of current as 
between the ionizing material or the inclusion of materials to a function of inverse Kelvin temperature ; 
prevent electrons from flowing while allowing the ionized FIG . 9 is a plot of the shunt component of cell current 
gas to pass . In addition , the LEC cells described below have 20 versus cell voltage for a LEC cell at 185 ° C .; 
demonstrated the ability to produce ionizing radiation even FIG . 10 is a cross - section view of a LEC cell for collect 
when the working electrode is not part of a physical elec- ing gaseous ions via the Volta or contact potential difference 
trical circuit such as a wire . ( CPD ) method using electrodes of different materials that 

U.S. Pat . No. 10,841,989 issued Nov. 17 , 2020 describes may have different work functions and digital volt meters to 
a “ GASEOUS - PHASE IONIZING RADIATION GEN- 25 measure the voltages ; 
ERATOR ” for the “ ... generation of ionizing radiation in FIG . 11 shows plots of the LEC voltages between fin 
an electrically controllable manner .... ” Our invention is an shaped electrodes and the active electrode in a LEC cell 
improvement of the patented Gaseous - Phase Ionizing configured as shown in FIG . 10 as a function of Kelvin 
Radiation Generator referred to above in that the LEC cells temperature ; 
disclosed below have demonstrated the capability to self- 30 FIG . 12 is a phenomenological Thévenin equivalent cir 
initiate and self - sustain the production of ionizing radiation cuit representation of the processes within a contact poten 
and the production of electrical potential and current in the tial difference LEC cell based on observed experimental 
absence of an external source of electrical potential or data ; 
current . FIG . 13 illustrates a coaxial LEC cell with physically 

35 separated counter electrodes insulated from each other and 
SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION connected to a digital volt meter with input impedance of 

approximately 10 MO but without any physical electrical 
Disclosed herein are Lattice Energy Converter ( LEC ) connections to the working electrode ; 

cells that convert energy such as the thermal and / or the FIG . 14 illustrates an alternate cell embodiment that 
vibrational energy as well as other energy in a lattice 40 includes ionized gas flowing out of the LEC for some 
structure , or of the material contained within the lattice applications ; 
structure of one or more working electrodes , into other FIG . 15 illustrates a LEC cell embodiment wherein gas or 
forms of energy such as ionizing radiation and / or electricity vapor containing hydrogen is recirculated through a tube of 
without the requirement to use naturally radioactive mate- palladium hydrogen host material ; 
rials . The " active " element of a LEC device consists of one 45 FIG . 16 illustrates a LEC cell embodiment wherein ion 
or more working electrodes comprised in whole or in part of ized gas flows past a counter electrode structure to capture 
specially prepared hydrogen host material from the metal the ions ; 
hydrogen system such as iron , nickel , and palladium . When FIG . 17 illustrates an alternate counter electrode structure 
the lattice structure of the hydrogen host material is to that shown in FIG . 16 and including a magnetic field ; 
occluded with hydrogen , the LEC cell will self - initiate the 50 FIG . 18 shows a plot of cell Currents versus Load 
production of ionizing radiation . When the specially pre- Resistance for a self - sustaining LEC cell with codeposited 
pared hydrogen host material is in fluidic contact with a gas iron as the working electrode hydrogen host material ; and 
or vapor comprised in whole or in part of hydrogen , the FIG . 19 shows a plot of a self - sustaining LEC cell 
hydrogen in the gas will diffuse into , be occluded , and reversing polarity over time and temperature . 
diffuse out or be ejected out of the lattice structure of the 55 
hydrogen host material so as to cause the LEC cell to DEFINITIONS 
self - initiate and self - sustain the production of ionizing radia 
tion . By including one or more counter electrodes or elec- For purposes of the disclosure below , in addition to 
trode structures in addition to an active working electrode , standard scientific definitions , the following definitions also 
the ionizing radiation or the ions thereby produced by the 60 apply . 
LEC cell can be collected as electrical energy . Active material or active electrode : An electrode com 

prised of materials , that are not required to be naturally 
BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS radioactive , that spontaneously produces and / or emits one or 

more forms of electromagnetic and / or particulate ionizing 
FIG . 1 illustrates a preferred embodiment for a Lattice 65 radiation when it is occluded with hydrogen . An active 

Energy Converter ( LEC ) cell with a digital volt meter material or electrode may be comprised of nanoparticles or 
( DVM ) to measure the electrical performance of the cell ; microparticles , clusters of nanoparticles or microparticles , 
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deposited materials or bulk materials that are occluded with erties of Palladium Hydrides for Hydrogen Storage , ” X. W. 
hydrogen or isotopes of hydrogen wherein the energy of the Zhou et . al . Journal of Physical Chemistry C , Oct. 18 , 2016 ) . 
lattice structure in combination with the hydrogen or deu- A few examples of hydrogen host materials include iron , 
terium that is occluded in the lattice structure of the hydro- palladium , nickel , titanium and alloys and combinations of 
gen host material leads to the production of ionizing radia- 5 these materials and others such as PdAg and NiTiNOL 
tion . The active material or hydrogen host material of the ( NiTi ) . Hydrogen host materials may also include materials 
working electrode may be physically connected to other into which hydrogen diffuses but does not form a metal 
electrodes such as with a wire or as part of a physical electric hydride at normal temperatures and pressures . ( “ Diffusion in 
circuit or it may be connected to the other electrodes only by Solids , Fundamentals , Methods , Materials , Diffusion - Con 
the ionizing radiation and / or the ions in the gas . 10 trolled Processes , ” H. Mehrer , 2007 ) . Hydrogen host mate 

Cell : Unless otherwise defined , a " cell ” refers to a Lattice rials may include bulk and / or deposited materials , sponge 
Energy Conversion ( LEC ) device and / or its physical imple- like forms such as iron sponge , palladium black and nickel 
mentations . black , as well as nanoparticles and microparticles and clus 

Cell current : Cell current , Icelor IlEc is the totality of the ters of nanoparticles and microparticles of hydrogen host 
currents produced by the flux of cell radiation during its 15 materials . The use of the term specially prepared hydrogen 
operation and is comprised of a radiation current IRadiation , host materials includes materials with lattice features such as 
an internal shunt current Ishunt , and an external load current vacancies , super - abundant vacancies , cracks and other mate 
Iload , where I Radiation = Ishunt + Ioad rial defects and wherein the hydrogen host material is 

Contact potential , contact potential difference ( CPD ) , or occluded with hydrogen such that it is capable of producing 
Volta potential : Contact potential difference or Volta poten- 20 ionizing radiation . 
tial is the voltage difference in work functions between Ion - Ion plasma : In ion - ion plasmas , negative ions replace 
different materials or different surface conditions . Contact electrons as the primary negative charge carriers . In the 
potential also refers to a device wherein positive and nega- absence of a significant number of electrons , ion - ion plas 
tive gaseous ions preferentially migrate to electrodes com- mas may behave quite differently compared to conventional 
prised of materials of different work functions . 25 electron - ion plasmas . An ion - ion plasma may be produced 

Counter electrodes : Counter electrodes may form a pair by energetic electrons passing through the gas . 
with other counter electrodes or with the working electrode Ionizing radiation : Ionizing radiation includes radiation 
to intercept or collect the charge from the ionizing radiation that has sufficient energy to produce ions by detaching 
as well as the gas ions . A LEC device may contain multiple electrons from atoms or molecules , thereby ionizing them . 
counter electrodes that may include materials with different 30 Ionizing radiation may include energetic subatomic par 
work functions . Counter electrodes may also participate in ticles , energetic electrons , ions , or atoms and electromag 
the production of ionizing radiation via the photoelectric netic radiation such as UV , gamma and x - rays or Rttntgen 
effect wherein electromagnetic radiation from the working rays . 
electrode causes energetic electrons to be ejected from the Vapor : A vapor includes a fluid that may be a gas , a 
counter electrode which may also ionize the gas . A counter 35 mixture of gases and / or a mixture of two phases such as a 
electrode may be a solid material such as a sheet or rod or gas and a liquid . 
it may be a screen or a grid of wires . Counter electrodes also Voltaic device : A voltaic device is composed of materials 
may be comprised of voltaic devices or other devices that that produce an electrical current or potential in an external 
produce electricity when interacting with particles , ions , or circuit when impacted by ions or particles or illuminated by 
electromagnetic radiation . 40 electromagnetic waves . Examples include alphavoltaic , 

Electrode structure : An electrode or combination of elec- betavoltaic , and photovoltaic devices . 
trodes that may be electrically interconnected and may Work Function : “ The electron work function is a 
include perforations , apertures , or open areas such as but not measure of the minimum energy to extract an electron from 
limited to a mesh , screen , comb , grid , or perforated plates for the surface of a solid ” e.g. , Ø : Pd polycr ( yastal ) 5.22 eV , Zn 
the passage of a gas and / or radiation . 45 polyer 3.63 eV ( https://public.wsu.edu/-pchemlab/docu 

Fluidic contact : As used herein , fluidic contact includes ments / Work - functionvalues.pdf . ) . The work function of a 
contact between an electrode and a gas including molecules , material may change due to changes at the surface of the 
atoms , or ions contained within the gas . If the gas contains material such as those caused by oxidation and the interac 
hydrogen , it will diffuse into , be occluded , and diffuse out or tion of ionizing radiation or ions with the surface . 
be ejected out of the hydrogen host material . Working electrode or material : As used herein , the term 

Flux : The rate of flow of a fluid or gas , radiant or ionizing “ working electrode ” or “ specially prepared working elec 
energy , or particles across a given area . trode ” refers to the electrode as well as the hydrogen host 

Hydrogen : As used herein , hydrogen includes hydrogen material that converts the energy in the lattice and / or the 
gas , its atoms , and ions as well as the isotopes and ions energy in the material occluded within the lattice of the 
thereof such as deuterium and deuterium ions . 55 hydrogen host material into spontaneous ionizing radiation . 

Hydrogen host materials : Hydrogen host materials The specially prepared working electrode or material is 
include materials and alloys of materials that may form a comprised in whole or in part of hydrogen host material with 
metal hydride when they are in fluidic contact with a gas a lattice structure that may include one or more of vacancies , 
containing hydrogen by well - established processes known super - abundant vacancies and defects or cracks , and is 
as diffusion , loading , charging , or hydrogenation of hydro- 60 occluded with hydrogen or deuterium . The working elec 
gen into the hydrogen host material wherein the hydrogen is trode may be composites or alloys of materials including 
occluded interstitially within the lattice structure of the hydrogen host materials where the atomic hydrogen atoms 
hydrogen host material , within vacancies , within super- are occluded , stored , modified , ejected , or consumed . The 
abundant vacancies , intergranularly , or within crystal dislo- working electrode or material may be comprised of indi 
cations , defects , and cracks . Hydrogen also will diffuse , 65 vidual small particles such as nanoparticles or micropar 
deload or dehydrogenate out of the hydrogen host material . ticles , groups , clusters of or assemblies of particles such as 
( “ Molecular Dynamics Studies of Fundamental Bulk Prop- palladium black , palladium sponge , bulk palladium , iron 

50 
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sponge , or electrodeposited or codeposited iron from an of experimental results indicates that in some embodiments , 
aqueous solution of FeCl2 . A working electrode or material the LEC is operating like a current source . This is similar to 
becomes “ active ” when it is producing one or more forms of the Direct Charge effect in nuclear batteries wherein radio 
ionizing radiation . The working electrode or material may be active decay such as energetic alpha or beta particles that 
either the anode or cathode of an electrical circuit depending 5 transport charge to a receiving electrode . Experimental 
on the direction of the flow of the electrons or neither the results also indicate that the gas ions produced by the 
anode nor the cathode of an electrical circuit and does not ionizing radiation will preferentially drift under the influ 
need to be physically connected , such as by a wire , to other ence of an electric field such as that which may be produced 
components of an electrical circuit . by different work functions or diffuse under the influence of 

Lattice Energy Converter ( LEC ) : An energy conversion 10 a concentration gradient and deposit their charge on elec 
device that converts energy such as the thermal and / or trodes comprised of materials with different work function 
vibrational energy as well as other energy in the lattice or of where they will produce a voltage between the electrodes 
the material contained within the lattice of one or more and a current through a load impedance that is connected 
working electrodes into other forms of energy such as between the electrodes . A unique feature of the LEC dis 
ionizing radiation and / or energetic ions without requiring 15 closed herein is that it produces a wide range of experimen 
materials that are naturally radioactive . The “ active ” ele- tal results without the requirement for materials that are 
ment of a LEC device consists of one or more working naturally radioactive . 
electrodes comprised in whole or in part of specially pre- Several LEC embodiments have been constructed and 
pared hydrogen host material such as but not limited to tested including : the use of a gas or vapor comprised of air 
palladium or alloys of palladium that are occluded with 20 which contains a small amount of hydrogen and gases or 
hydrogen or deuterium and wherein vacancies , including vapors comprised primarily of hydrogen or deuterium gas ; 
superabundant vacancies and other defects such as those that the use of gas pressures between approximately 500 Torr and 
are produced during codeposition of palladium from an 3 bar ; the use of different hydrogen host lattice materials ; 
aqueous solution , those produced by continuous and pro- changes in the preparation of the hydrogen host lattice 
longed electrolysis , and those produced by heating and 25 structure to include vacancies and other defects ; changes to 
cooling the hydrogen host material . cell dimensions and geometries such as cylindrical , flat 
As it relates to this invention , when the lattice structure of plate , and other configurations ; increased or reduced sepa 

a specially prepared hydrogen host material is occluded with ration distance between the electrodes , as well as additional 
hydrogen , one or more forms of ionizing radiation are electrodes and electrode structures comprised of materials 
produced wherein the ionizing radiation has sufficient 30 such as copper and zinc which have different electrical 
energy to transport a charge and / or ionize a gas that is in properties or work functions . LEC embodiments have been 
fluidic contact with the hydrogen host material . When the demonstrated wherein the active working electrode is physi 
specially prepared hydrogen host material is in fluidic con- cally connected such as with a wire through a resistive load 
tact with a gas or vapor comprised in whole or in part of impedance to the counter electrodes . 
hydrogen , the LEC device will self - initiate and self - sustain 35 Other LEC embodiments will be explained wherein the 
the production of ionizing radiation . Experimental results active hydrogen host material of the working electrode is not 
have shown that the specially prepared hydrogen host mate- physically connected , for example without a wire , to the 
rial that is in fluidic contact with air which has less than one electrical load or to the other electrodes and only needs to be 
part per million of hydrogen is sufficient to produce mea- in fluidic contact with the gas or vapor containing hydrogen 
surable ionizing radiation at normal room temperatures . 40 to produce self - sustained ionizing radiation . Analysis of 

In addition to the active working electrode or electrodes , experimental results further indicate that some LEC device 
a LEC device may include one or more additional counter embodiments behave primarily as a current source while 
electrodes or electrode structures comprised of materials other LEC device embodiments behave primarily as a volt 
such as voltaic devices or materials to collect the radiation age source . In both cases , experimental evidence indicates 
flux or the ions that are produced . Counter electrodes also 45 that the flux of ionizing radiation increases with the tem 
may participate in the production of ionizing radiation via perature of the LEC device and its hydrogen host material . 
the photoelectric effect wherein electromagnetic radiation Experimental analysis also suggests that the flux of ionizing 
from the working electrode causes energetic electrons to be radiation and its conversion to electricity involves multiple 
ejected from the counter electrode and these electrons can physical and electrical phenomena including some concur 
contribute to the ionization of the gas . Additionally , counter 50 rently competing phenomena . These effects will be more 
electrodes or electrode structures may be comprised of fully illustrated and described when referring to the draw 
materials with different electrical properties or work func- ings . 
tions that will preferentially collect the ionized gas ions Critical components of the LEC device include a specially 
between the electrodes or between the electrodes and ground prepared working electrode comprised in whole or in part of 
in order to produce a voltage between the electrodes or a 55 a hydrogen host material lattice structure that is occluded 
current in an external load connected between the electrodes . with hydrogen or deuterium and is in fluidic contact with a 
For some applications , a LEC device also may require a gas or vapor comprised in whole or in part of at least one of 
means to confine and maintain the gas or vapor in fluidic hydrogen , deuterium , their ions , or a combination thereof 
contact with the hydrogen host material such as a sealable wherein the hydrogen or deuterium can diffuse into , be 
vessel wherein the vessel may have ports and valves to inject 60 occluded and diffuse out of the hydrogen host material . In 
and control the pressure of the gas or vapor to control the order to produce at least one of a voltage or a current , one 
flux of ionizing radiation and electrical feedthroughs for the or more counter electrodes may be required . For self 
passage of electrical signals into and out of the vessel . sustained production of ionizing radiation , a means or vessel 
A LEC device has multiple implementations and appli- to confine the gas or vapor in fluidic contact with the 

cations for the ionizing radiation such as but not limited to 65 hydrogen host material may be required . For some embodi 
medical applications , sterilization of surfaces and foods , ments , additional features may be included such as ports , 
space propulsion , and the production of electricity . Analysis valves , electrical feedthroughs , additional electrodes , or 
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has been plated on its outer surface with a silver or nickel range of temperatures . Voltage is measured across a variable 
flash plating using a commercial plating solution followed load resistor 271 connected between the outer electrode 221 
by Palladium - hydrogen ( Pd - H ) codeposition from an and the working electrode 201 via the manifold 241 and 
aqueous solution of PdCl , and LiCl . The outside diameter coupling 245 , in parallel with a DVM 261 that is initially set 
( od ) of the 1/8 inch pipe nipple is 1.028 cm resulting in a on the millivolt scale so the instrument input resistance is 
circumference of ~ 3.23 cm . Typically a ~ 8 to 9 cm length of ~ 1000 MQ . When the measured voltage drives the DVM 
the nipple is codeposited resulting in ~ 26 to 29 cm² of into overload on the millivolt scale , it is switched to the volt 
covered surface area . The outer counter electrode 103 is a 3/8 scale which has an input resistance of ~ 10 MQ . Current 
inch pipe nipple that is approximately 5 inches long with a through the variable load resistor 271 is calculated using 
~ 1.26 cm inside diameter ( id ) which provides a separation 10 Ohm's law . DVM output is recorded by way of an optical 
distance between the inner and outer electrodes of approxi- coupling with a sample rate of 2 samples per second . 
mately 1.1 mm . This separation distance was selected in FIG . 3 shows plots of the spontaneous voltage and tem 
order to minimize the recombination of the ions in the gas perature as a LEC cell is being heated as a function of time . 
112 between the electrodes 101 and 103. Tests were con- The plots indicate that the voltage increases approximately 
ducted using both brass and galvanized ( zinc ) pipe nipples , 15 monotonically with temperature as the temperature is 
which have different work functions , for the outer electrode increased from approximately room temperature to 185 ° C. 
103 . As shown , this LEC cell was only producing about 0.01 mV 

Experimental procedures include tests with the tempera- at room temperature and over 525 mV at 185 ° C. 
ture being relatively constant and tests with the LEC cell 100 FIG . 4 shows the LEC voltage that is produced during a 
placed in a temperature controlled chamber to obtain data 20 load test on a LEC cell with a working electrode comprised 
over a range of temperatures . Voltage is measured with the of a 1/8 inch by 4 inch long brass pipe nipple that was 
DVM 110 initially set on the millivolt scale so the instru- codeposited with palladium and a 3/8 inch by 5 inch galva 
ment input resistance is ~ 1000 M2 connected in parallel nized pipe nipple outer or counter electrode when the 
with the variable load resistor 118 connected between elec- variable load resistor is changed in ~ 20 % steps from a high 
trical instrumentation conductors 114 and 116 which are 25 value of 1.0 Ml to a low value of ~ 22022 . The time between 
respectively connected to the outer electrode 103 and the steps is typically between 10 to 15 seconds in order to 
wire 120 that is connected to the active working electrode minimize atomic hydrogen ( ' Hit ) or atomic deuterium 
101. When the measured voltage drives the DVM into ( + H , + ) deloading from the hydrogen host material of the 
overload on the millivolt scale , the DVM is switched to the working electrode . Some deloading of the occluded gas in 
volt scale which has an input resistance of ~ 10 M2 . Current 30 the working electrode occurred as evidenced by the shape of 
flowing through the variable load resistor 118 is calculated the voltage rise - time required after the completion of the 
using Ohm's law . DVM output is recorded by way of an load test . The temperature during this test was constant at an 
optical coupling to a computer ( not shown ) with a sample ambient temperature of ~ 294 K. This data is used to char 
rate of approximately 2 samples per second . 2 acterize the performance of the LEC cell as shown in FIG . 
FIG . 2 shows an alternative experimental LEC cell 35 5 . 

embodiment 200 similar to that shown in FIG . 1. In this FIG . 5 shows a combined plot of measured LEC voltages 
embodiment , the inner specially prepared working electrode and calculated currents through the load resistor as a func 
with hydrogen host material 201 is comprised of a 1/4 inch tion of load resistance at three different temperatures of 80 ° 
diameter Cu tube approximately 4 inch long that is plated on C. , 140 ° C. , and 185 ° C. with no external electrical energy 
the outer surface with a silver or nickel flash followed by a 40 being supplied to the cell . The upper traces plot the mea 
codeposition of Pd H hydrogen host material 202 from an sured spontaneous LEC voltage versus resistance and the 
aqueous solution . It is connected to a manifold 241 that lower traces plot the calculated LEC load current and shunt 
includes a compound pressure gauge 251 and a valve 253 by current for the respective temperatures . LEC load current is 
a coupling 245. The working electrode 201 before codepo- calculated using Ohm's law . For low values of load resis 
sition has an outside diameter of 0.635 cm and a circum- 45 tance , the voltage increases in proportion to the increase in 
ference of ~ 1.99 cm . Typically ~ 8-9 cm length of the Pd — H load resistance resulting in approximately constant current 
hydrogen host material 202 is codeposited , resulting in as plotted . 
~ 16-18 cm² of covered surface area . The vessel , also the Such behavior is indicative that the LEC cell is operating 
counter electrode 221 is a 3/4 inch by 5 inch long brass pipe as a constant current source , which may also indicate the 
nipple with a ~ 2 cm inside diameter . Tests also have been 50 presence of diffusing ions and / or particulate radiation flux . 
conducted wherein the outer electrode is a 3/4 inch galva- This constant current behavior is also shown in the lower or 
nized ( zinc ) pipe nipple which provides materials with a current traces for low values of load resistance . At higher 
different work function than that of a brass nipple . Typical values of the load resistance , LEC cell voltage is no longer 
separation distance between the inner 201 and outer 221 proportional to load resistance . This is shown in the load 
electrodes is approximately 6 mm . The gas 211 is confined 55 current traces as a decrease in load current for higher values 
by the assembly comprised of the counter electrode 221 , an of the load resistance and an increase in the internal shunt 
end cap 222 , a bushing 223 , and nylon PTFE , or high current . It may be noted that the reduction in load current is 
temperature epoxy 231 to provide a pressure seal and greatest for the higher temperatures where the LEC voltage 
electrically insulate the inner working electrode 201 and is greater . This behavior is characteristic of a shunt imped 
outer 221 electrodes . Ionizing radiation 227 is spontane- 60 ance internal to the cell . The shunt current reduces the 
ously emitted from the inner or active hydrogen host mate- current available to the external load resistance . The value of 
rial 202 of the working electrode 201 that produces positive the shunt conductance , ( G = 1 / R ) and thus the shunt cell 
225 and negative 226 gaseous ions in the gas 211 between current is a function of LEC cell voltage , wherein 
the inner and outer electrodes 201 and 221 . IRadiation = lLoad + Ishunt . 

Experimental procedures include tests with the tempera- 65 FIG . 6 shows a combined phenomenological model and 
ture being relatively constant and tests with the cell placed physical electrical equivalent circuit representation of a LEC 
in a temperature controlled chamber to obtain data over a cell 601 based on the Norton equivalent circuit for a linear 
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two - terminal electrical circuit . The approximately constant simultaneously due to the diffusion of the ions in the gas at 
electrical current shown in FIG . 5 is modeled by a current low voltage . Both of these predictions are displayed in this 
source 603 where the magnitude of the ionizating radiation plot . 
induced current 609 could be due to the direct charge and / or FIG . 10 is a simplified cross - section view of an experi 
the diffusion of gaseous ions and may be designated 5 mental LEC cell 1000 that includes alternating counter 
I Radiation . The shunting of the load current is represented as electrodes of Cu 1009 and Zn 1007 which have different 
a variable voltage shunt impedance , Zc 615 , in parallel with work functions . The active working electrode 1003 is posi 
the variable load impedance Zi 621 and is likely due to the tioned at the center of the vessel 1001 , and deuterium gas 
drift of ions produced by the ionizing radiation . The Ishunt 1005 at approximately ambient pressure fills the vessel . The 
current 617 that is shunted through shunt impedance Zc 615 10 vessel 1001 for this cell 1000 is a glass jar which was 
may be designated as Ishunt ( i.e. , the internal shunt current of selected to provide a longer ionization path distance between 
the cell 601 ) . The Ccell physical capacitance 619 of the LEC the ionization source of the working electrode 1003 and the 
cell configuration is represented as a shunt capacitance also fin - shaped electrodes 1009 and 1007 in order to exploit the 
in parallel with the load impedance Z , 621. The load current ion diffusion , the Volta potential or contact potential differ 
625 may be designated as Iload which satisfies the condition 15 ence phenomena , and to position the fin electrodes where 
that the direct current ( DC ) component of the load current is most of the ionization occurs . Two sizes of glass jar vessels 
Iload IRadiation - Ishunt : have been used ; one allowing a 3 % inch max diameter fin 
The possibility that the working electrode and the counter electrode configuration and the other with a wide mouth that 

electrode could have different electrical properties or work allows about a 4 inch diameter fin electrode configuration . 
functions is shown in the schematic by the thickened elec- 20 Several multiple - fin cell designs have been constructed and 
trical conductors labeled Working Electrode Work Function tested including six Cu fins 1009 and six Zn fins 1007 in 
607 and Counter Electrode Work Function 605. The polarity alternating positions and also with two longer adjacent Cu 
of the LEC voltage may be either positive ( + ) or negative ( - ) fins alternating with two longer adjacent Zn fins . With the 
but is shown for the counter electrode as “ + ” 627 and for the Cu fins connected together and the Zn fins connected 
working electrode as “ _ ” 629 for the direction of the current 25 together , the voltage is measured with a DVM 1013 con 
shown . The polarity would be reversed if the source of the nected between the Cu and Zn fin structures with a variable 
IRadiation is caused by the diffusion of negative ions . The load resistor 1011 connected in parallel with the DVM . 
positive gas ions 613 and negative gas ions 611 drift between Another DVM 1015 is connected between the Cu fin struc 
the electrodes under the influence of the electric field ture 1009 and the active working electrode 1003 with a 5 
strength determined by the LEC voltage , physical separation 30 MQ load resistance 1017 connected in parallel with the 
of the electrodes , as well as the space charge in the gas due DVM . 
the presence of the ions . Although not explicitly shown in FIG . 11 is a plot of data from the LEC fin cell 1000 of 
the equivalent uit , the radiation cu 609 , IRadiation is FIG . 10 which shows the cell temperature and the voltages 
shown to be a function of Kelvin temperature , Tk , since the measured between the Cu fins to the specially prepared 
spontaneous LEC currents were measured to be different at 35 codeposited Pd - H working electrode filled with deuterium 
different cell temperatures as shown in FIG . 5 . gas . The Volta voltage or contact potential difference voltage 
FIG . 7 is a plot of the spontaneous electrical power versus is measured between the Cu and Zn fin structures . These 

load resistance at three temperatures that is calculated from results clearly show the presence of ion diffusion , or Volta or 
the data shown in FIG . 5. It may be noted that the power is contact potential difference phenomena . Also , the voltage 
the greater at higher temperatures . What is more , there is an 40 produced between the fin structures is a result of the ionized 
optimal load impedance to maximize the power which gas between the fins . A physical connection , such as a wire , 
occurs before the internal shunt current term dominates the between the fins and the working electrode is not required 
conduction . for a voltage and / or a current to be produced between the fin 
FIG . 8 shows an Arrhenius plot of the data from FIG . 5 electrodes . Multiple experiments have demonstrated that the 

wherein the logarithm of the maximum current at the three 45 active working electrode will produce ionizing radiation 
temperatures is the ordinate axis versus reciprocal ( inverse ) without a physical connection to the other LEC cell elec 
cell temperature in Kelvin as the abscissa axis . The slope of trodes , to ground , or to an external power supply . 
the line is determined by the activation energy in eV divided FIG . 12 shows a combined phenomenological physical 
by Boltzmann's constant in eV per Kelvin . The approxi- and electrical LEC cell diagram 1201 represented by a 
mately straight line plot for higher temperatures between 80 ° 50 Thévenin equivalent circuit of a two - terminal electrical 
C. and 185 ° C. ( I / K = 0.002833 and 0.002183 ) indicate that device . For this cell's equivalent circuit 1201 , 
the current and thus the radiation flux are approximately V ContactPotentialDifference or Volta potential 1211 and the inter 
exponential with inverse Kelvin temperature . It is also nal cell impedance Zc 1220 represent the two - terminal 
important to note that for most metals , the number of electrical processes between the fins . The contact potential 
vacancies including superabundant vacancies increase expo- 55 difference due to the dissimilar work functions of the finned 
nentially to the inverse of the Kelvin temperature . This electrodes 1251 and 1261 is represented by the Thévenin 
behavior strongly supports the importance of specially pre- voltage source V 1211. The capacitance of the cell 1201 
pared hydrogen host lattice material procedures such as is represented by Cceu 1231. The Thévenin internal cell 
codeposition and other known processes that produce vacan- impedance is represented by Zc 1220 , and the cell current is 
cies including super - abundant vacancies to establish a high 60 represented by Icell 1221 which connect the voltage source 
initial number of vacancies which will further increase 1211 to the external load impedance Z 1270. Thus , to 
approximately exponentially with inverse temperature . maximize power , the external load impedance Z? 1270 
FIG . 9 is a plot of the shunt current versus LEC voltage should be equal to the internal cell impedance Zc 1220. The 

for a temperature of 185 ° C. as shown in FIG . 5. Sir J. J. voltage source VC 1211 is approximately equal to the 
Thomson predicted that the current in a gas should initially 65 difference in the work functions of the electrodes 1251 and 
increase linearly with voltage . Subsequently , K. K. Darrow 1261 but diminished by the output voltage Vlec : The 
showed that the current and voltage would not go to zero amount of current , ILoad 1271 , that the cell 1201 can deliver 
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to the external load impedance Zi 1270 depends upon a FIG . 15 illustrates an alternative embodiment of a LEC 
combination of the number of ions in the ion - ion plasma cell 1500 designed to take advantage of an increase in the 
1241 , the electric field within the gas produced by the permeability of palladium by hydrogen of approximately 2 
diffusion of the ions or the different work functions , the orders of magnitude when a combination of increased tem 
surface area of the fin electrode structure , the effective 5 perature and circulation of hydrogen is used . ( “ The Diffu 
separation between the fins , and the magnitude of the load sion of Hydrogen through — Palladium ” A. S. Darling , Plati 
impedance Z 1270 . num Metals Rev. , 1958 , 2 , ( 1 ) , 16-22 ) The working electrode 
FIG . 13 illustrates the ability of a LEC cell 1300 to 1510 is similar to the working electrode 1410 shown in FIG . 

produce a voltage between two counter electrodes 1303 and 14 and includes a plug 1513 at one end and a 1/8 inch by 1 
1313 that are separated by an electrically insulating coupling 10 inch pipe nipple 1512 at the other end . The counter electrode 
1330 where the working electrode 1301 is positioned mid- 1515 is a 3/4 inch pipe nipple approximately 5 inches long . 
way between the counter electrodes and not physically Electrically insulating bushings 1530 provide a gas seal 
connected to the counter electrodes or to ground . A bushing between the counter electrode 1515 and the 1/8 inch by 1 inch 
1304 connects one counter electrode 1303 to a valve 1305 to pipe nipple 1512 at one end that is attached to the working 
allow for the evacuation of the LEC cell and its refilling with 15 electrode 1510 and to a 1/8 inch by 1 inch pipe nipple 1511 
hydrogen gas 1312. The working electrode 1301 is posi- at the other end of the counter electrode 1515. Hydrogen gas 
tioned , and is separated by loose fitting O rings 1307 , within 1520 is pumped or blown into the interior of the working 
the counter electrodes 1303 and 1313. The working elec- electrode 1510 through the nipple 1512 where it diffuses 
trode is attached to a threaded set screw 1302 which is into , is occluded in the palladium , and produces ionizing 
connected to a wire 1320 that passes through a bushing 1319 20 radiation and ions 1525 in the space between the working 
that includes an electrically insulating material 1306 to electrode 1510 and the counter electrode 1515. Tubing and 
provide a gas seal . A digital volt meter 1310 displays the fittings 1550 and a pump or blower 1540 and the nipples 
voltage produced when connected by wires 1314 and 1316 1511 and 1512 provide a means to recirculate the hydrogen 
between the two counter electrodes 1303 and 1313. A gas 1520. An optional heater 1590 provides a source of heat 
variable load resistor 1311 is connected between the wires 25 to heat the hydrogen gas . Ionizing radiation is produced by 
1314 and 1316 in order to characterize the performance of the working electrode 1510 to provide a voltage and current 
the cell 1300. As shown , the cell produced a self - sustained between the working electrode 1510 and the counter elec 
voltage of 150.5 mV after initial cell assembly . After several trode 1515. This voltage is measured by a digital volt meter 
months of continuous operation through a 10 M2 load , it 1580 connected by respective conductors 1570 and 1575 to 
was found that the LEC cell 1300 continued to produce 30 the counter electrode 1515 and the working electrode 1510 
approximately 125 mV . This cell embodiment illustrates the via the nipple 1512 in parallel with a variable load resistor 
design and implementation flexibility for LEC devices . 1560 . 
FIG . 14 illustrates an embodiment for a LEC cell 1400 to FIG . 16 illustrates a cross - section view of a rectangular 

ionize a gas 1440 that is flowing between the specially box shaped LEC device 1600 including a vessel comprised 
prepared working electrode 1410 and a counter electrode 35 in part of non - conducting non - permeable material 1620 and 
1415. This working electrode 1410 was prepared with a in part of an electrically conductive hydrogen non - perme 
hydrogen host material lattice structure that is configured in able barrier material 1605 that has been codeposited on the 
the form of a tube . The tube 1410 in this embodiment inside with hydrogen host material 1610 to form the working 
consists of a woven wire mesh screen with a 0.075 mm hole electrodes . Additional working electrodes and one or more 
size and 80 um wire diameter super fine 304L stainless steel 40 optional counter electrodes , not shown , may be installed 
allowing a 34 % open area that is rolled around and epoxied between the working electrodes 1610 to increase the number 
to a 1/8 inch brass pipe nipple 1450 at one end and a plug of ions produced . For this embodiment , the gas 1630 con 
1455 at the other end . The stainless steel wire mesh is taining hydrogen is introduced through a port 1635 in the 
initially plated with a nickel flash using a commercial Watts non - conducting material 1620 at the end of the cell 1600 
plating solution and then codeposited with palladium from 45 where the working electrode hydrogen host material 1610 
an aqueous solution as previously described . The buildup of produces ionizing radiation 1640 to produce ions 1645 in the 
codeposited Pd - H will fill small openings in the screen to gas 1630. The ionized gas flows between the fins of an 
produce a solid layer of Pd — H on the outer surface of the electrode structure which is comprised of interdigitated 
tube . electrodes 1650 and 1651. Alternating electrodes 1650 and 
When a gas or vapor 1420 containing hydrogen or deu- 50 1651 may have different work functions and are electrically 

terium flows into the tube 1410 , the hydrogen or deuterium connected together by wires 1660 and 1661. As the ionized 
diffuses into the specially prepared working electrode hydro- gas flows between the interdigitated electrodes , the positive 
gen host material from the inside so that , as the hydrogen and negative ions in the gas are preferentially attracted to the 
host material becomes occluded , it produces ionizing radia- electrodes where the ions deposit their charge , producing a 
tion 1460. As the hydrogen diffuses through the hydrogen 55 voltage across and a current through an external load 1670 
host material to the outer surface , ionizing radiation 1460 is that is measured by a digital volt meter 1675. The gas 1630 
produced which produces ions 1465 in the gas 1440. The gas is recirculated via an external loop ( not shown ) and reintro 
1440 to be ionized , which may be a mixture of gases that are duced through a port 1635 into the cell 1600 . 
selected for the specific application , flows between the FIG . 17 illustrates an alternate electrode configuration to 
working electrode 1410 and the counter electrode 1415 60 that shown in FIG . 16 having one or more electrode struc 
where the ionizing radiation 1460 ionizes the gas 1440 and tures comprised of two foils or sheets 1710 and 1720 of 
produces positive and negative ions 1465. The ionized gas conductive metal such as copper or zinc with an electrically 
1440 exits the cell and can be used for applications such as insulating material 1715 located between them . Several of 
medical applications , killing bacteria , sterilizing surfaces these electrode structures can be used to replace the elec 
that may have bacteria , and for food irradiation to improve 65 trodes illustrated in FIG . 16. A magnetic field , B 1755 is 
the safety and extend the shelf life of foods by reducing or created , such as by two magnets 1730 , that is orthogonal to 
eliminating microorganisms and insects . the direction of the gas containing ions 1740 that is flowing 
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with velocity v 1750 between the electrode structures . As this behavior include a change in the work functions of the 
shown , the magnetic field B 1755 creates a vxB force electrodes due to changes in the surfaces as a result of 
wherein positive ions go up and negative ions go down and hydrogen loading and reloading , ions impacting the elec 
where the ions are collected by the respective electrodes . trodes , and non - linear processes . ( “ Chemical and structural 
Multiple electrodes 1710 and 1720 are electrically con- components of work function changes in the process of 
nected together , not shown , and connected to an external palladium hydride formation within thin Pd film , ” R. Dus , R. load with the voltage measured with a digital volt meter , not Nowakowski , E. Nowicka , Journal of Alloys and Com shown . In the presence of the magnetic field B 1755 as pounds Volumes 404-406 , 8 Dec. 2005 , Pages 284-287 ) . shown , the electrodes 1710 and 1720 do not need to have 
different work functions . The invention claimed is : FIG . 18 is a plot of the load current , shunt current , and 
power in a load resistance versus the logarithm of load 1. A lattice energy conversion device to convert energy in 
resistance for the LEC cell 100 shown in FIG . 1 with the a material having a lattice structure into ionizing radiation , 
exception that the hydrogen host material is now codepos said lattice energy conversion device comprising ; 
ited iron from an aqueous solution of FeCl2 . 4H20 rather 15 a gas containing hydrogen ; and 
than palladium , and the gas in the cell is now air at at least one working electrode being formed from a 
atmospheric pressure which only contains approximately 0.5 hydrogen host material , said hydrogen host material 
parts per million of hydrogen . For this embodiment , a 1/8 in lying in fluidic contact with said gas , said hydrogen 
by 4 inch " black iron ” pipe nipple is cleaned to remove any host material having a lattice structure , the lattice 
protective coating and placed as the cathode in a plating bath 20 structure of said hydrogen host material being occluded 
consisting of 0.1 molar FeCl2.4H20 in an aqueous solution with the hydrogen from said gas , such that energy in the 
at room temperature . A platinum anode is used for the lattice structure of the hydrogen host material of said at codeposition process . least one working electrode and the hydrogen with 

In this embodiment , codeposition of the iron started for 30 which said lattice structure is occluded produces ion 
minutes at a current of approximately 50 uA / cm² which was 25 izing radiation . then increased to approximately 100 UA / cm² for an addi 2. The lattice energy conversion device of claim 1 , tional approximately 30 minutes . The current was then wherein the hydrogen host material of said at least one increased to approximately 2 mA / cm² for times ranging working electrode is comprised of at least one of a bulk or from 4 hours to one day . The working electrode was then 
removed from the plating bath and the aqueous plating bath 30 a particulate material . 
was allowed to drip off before the working electrode was 3. The lattice energy conversion device of claim 1 , further 
inserted it into a 3/4 inch brass pipe nipple counter electrode , comprising a vessel in which to confine the gas , said vessel 
making sure that the working electrode is not in physical or maintaining said gas in said fluidic contact with the hydro 
direct electrical contact with the counter electrode . The data gen host material of said at least one working electrode , said 
plotted in FIG . 18 was recorded using a digital volt meter 35 vessel including at least one port and at least one valve that 
having a 10 MQ internal impedance in parallel with a communicates with said at least one port by which to control 
resistor box with 24 resistance settings between 1 MO and the pressure of the gas confined by said vessel and thereby 
109. The plot of FIG . 18 shows characteristics similar to the control the flux of the ionizing radiation . 
characteristics of a codeposited palladium - hydrogen host 4. The lattice energy conversion device of claim 3 , 
material plotted in FIG . 5. The working electrode also can be 40 wherein said vessel is comprised in whole or in part from 
placed into a cell such as that described in FIG . 1 where the said hydrogen host material . 
gas is hydrogen rather than air . The use of iron or alloys of 5. The lattice energy conversion device of claim 1 , further 
iron as the hydrogen host material has significant cost and comprising a source of heat to apply heat to and thereby 
availability benefits over the use of other materials such as increase the energy in the lattice structure of the hydrogen 
palladium . In addition , the use of air rather than hydrogen 45 host material and in the hydrogen with which said hydrogen 
gas may be beneficial for some applications . host material is occluded . 
FIG . 19 is a plot of a self - sustaining LEC cell 100 as 6. The lattice energy conversion device of claim 1 , further 

shown in in FIG . 1 that reversed polarity three times over a comprising a magnetic field generator to produce a magnetic 
time period of four days that included times when the cell field , said at least one working electrode lying in said 
was thermally cycled from approximately 24 ° C. to as high 50 magnetic field by which to control the energy in the lattice 
as 165 ° C. and times where the current changed when the structure of the hydrogen host material of said at least one 
temperature was relatively constant at room temperature . As working electrode and in the hydrogen with which said 
shown , the voltage was initially approximately -0.1 volts at hydrogen host material is occluded . 
24 ° C. and increased to approximately +0.05 volts as the 7. The lattice energy conversion device of claim 1 , further 
temperature in the LEC cell increased to 165 ° C. When the 55 comprising an electric field generator to produce an electric 
temperature in the LEC cell cooled to 24 ° C. , the voltage field , at least one of said at least one working electrode or 
remained slightly positive but then dropped to -0.06 volts . said gas lying in said electric field by which to control the 
From there , it gradually increased to +0.02 volts while the flux of the ionizing radiation and ions of said ionizing 
temperature remained at 24 ° C. On the third day , a short radiation . 
temperature increase caused the voltage to increase from 60 8. The lattice energy conversion device of claim 1 , 
approximately +0.02 to +0.04 volts at which time the wherein the hydrogen host material of said at least one 
temperature began to cool . working electrode is formed from one of palladium or an 
As shown , six load tests were conducted during this time . alloy of palladium . 

The resulting cell behavior illustrates the multiple complex 9. The lattice energy conversion device of claim 1 , 
phenomena that may be involved in the production of 65 wherein the hydrogen host material of said at least one 
ionizing radiation , ions , and electricity . In addition to tem- working electrode is formed from one of nickel or an alloy 
perature , other possible phenomena that could contribute to of nickel . 
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10. The lattice energy conversion device of claim 1 , 16. The lattice energy conversion device of claim 12 , 
wherein the hydrogen host material of said at least one wherein said counter electrode is comprised of a voltaic 
working electrode is formed from one of iron or an alloy of material that is adapted to collect energy from the ionizing 
nickel . radiation produced by said at least one working electrode . 11. The lattice energy conversion device of claim 1 , 
wherein the hydrogen host material of said at least one 17. A lattice energy conversion device to convert energy 
working electrode is an electrodeposition formed from an in a material having a lattice structure into at least one of a 
aqueous plating solution . voltage or a current , said lattice energy conversion device 

12. A lattice energy conversion device to convert energy comprising : 
in a material having a lattice structure into at least one of a a gas containing hydrogen ; 
voltage or a current , said lattice energy conversion device at least one working electrode being formed from a 
comprising : hydrogen host material , said hydrogen host material 

a gas containing hydrogen ; lying in fluidic contact with said gas , said hydrogen 
at least one working electrode being formed from a host material having a lattice structure , the lattice hydrogen host material , said hydrogen host material structure of said hydrogen host material being occluded lying in fluidic contact with said gas , said hydrogen with the hydrogen from said gas , such that energy in the host material having a lattice structure , the lattice 

structure of said hydrogen host material being occluded lattice structure of the hydrogen host material and the 
with the hydrogen from said gas , such that energy in the hydrogen with which said lattice structure is occluded 
lattice structure of the hydrogen host material of said at produce ionizing radiation , said ionizing radiation ion 
least one working electrode and the hydrogen with 20 izing the gas that lies in said fluidic contact with the 
which said lattice structure is occluded produce ioniz hydrogen host material of said at least one working 
ing radiation , said ionizing radiation ionizing the gas electrode ; and 
that lies in said fluidic contact with the hydrogen host at least two counter electrodes being physically separated 
material of said at least one working electrode ; and from each other and from said at least one working 

at least one counter electrode being physically separated 25 electrode , said at least two counter electrodes lying in 
from said at least one working electrode , said at least fluidic contact with the gas ionized by said ionizing 
one counter electrode lying in fluidic contact with the radiation , said at least two counter electrodes producing 
ionizing radiation and with the gas that is ionized by at least one of a voltage between said at least two 
said ionizing radiation so that at least one of a voltage counter electrodes or a current through an electrical 
is produced across or a current is generated through an load impedance that is connected between said at least 
electrical load impedance that is connected between two counter electrodes . 
said at least one working electrode and said at least one 18. The lattice energy conversion device of claim 17 , 
counter electrode . wherein the hydrogen host material of said at least one 

13. The lattice energy conversion device of claim 12 , working electrode is formed from one of a bulk or a 
further comprising a vessel in which to contain each of the 35 particulate material . 
hydrogen host material of said at least one working electrode 19. The lattice energy conversion device of claim 17 , 
and said at least one counter electrode , said vessel confining further comprising a vessel in which to contain each of the 
the gas such that said gas lies in said fluidic contact with the hydrogen host material of said at least one working electrode 
hydrogen host material of said at least one working electrode and said at least two counter electrodes , said vessel confin 
and in fluid contact with said at least one counter electrode , 40 ing the gas such that said gas lies in said fluidic contact with 
wherein said vessel includes at least one port and at least one the hydrogen host material of said at least one working 
valve that communicates with said at least one port by which electrode and in fluid contact with said at least two counter 
to control the pressure of the gas confined by said vessel to electrodes , wherein said vessel includes at least one port and 
control the flux of the ionizing radiation and ions of said at least one valve that communicates with said at least one 
ionizing radiation whereby at least one of said voltage is 45 port by which to control the pressure of the gas confined by 
produced across or said current is generated through the said vessel to thereby control the flux of the ionizing 
electrical load impedance . radiation or ions of said ionizing radiation . 

14. The lattice energy conversion device of claim 13 , 20. The lattice energy conversion device of claim 17 , 
wherein said vessel is comprised in whole or in part of said wherein said at least two counter electrodes lie within a 
at least one counter electrode . 50 magnetic field by which to alter the motion of the said 

15. The lattice energy conversion device of claim 13 , ionized gas , ionized by said ionizing radiation , when said 
wherein said vessel is comprised in whole or in part of the ionized gas lies in said fluidic contact with said at least two 

counter electrodes . hydrogen host material from which said at least one working 
electrode is formed . 
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